### Guaranteed GPA Cutoffs for Engineering Majors

#### Students Enrolled in PREP Starting Fall 2017

**Competitive Review**
- Bioengineering
- Computer Science
- Mechanical Engineering

**Restricted Capacity**
- n/a

**Limited Capacity**
- Aerospace Engineering
- Computer Engineering

**Moderate Capacity**
- Civil and Environmental Engineering
- Electrical Engineering
- Industrial Engineering

**Open Capacity**
- Agricultural and Biological Engineering
- Engineering Mechanics
- Engineering Physics
- Materials Science and Engineering
- Nuclear, Plasma and Radiological Engineering
- Systems Engineering and Design

#### Students Enrolled in PREP Starting Fall 2018 and After

**Competitive Review**
- Bioengineering
- Computer Science
- Mechanical Engineering

**Limited Capacity**
- Aerospace Engineering

**Moderate Capacity**
- Civil and Environmental Engineering
- Industrial Engineering

**Open Capacity**
- Agricultural and Biological Engineering
- Engineering Mechanics
- Engineering Physics
- Materials Science and Engineering
- Nuclear, Plasma and Radiological Engineering
- Systems Engineering and Design

### Notes:
- Competitive Review majors (Bioengineering, Computer Science, and Mechanical Engineering) are not guaranteed admission based on GPA. Admission will be based on a holistic application review by the College of Engineering and the space available in that competitive major.
- Although the listed criteria provide guaranteed admission into majors (except Competitive Review majors), all applications are reviewed holistically. The guaranteed admission criteria does not represent a minimum cutoff for admission.
- sGPA or Specialized GPA is the cumulative GPA of all math, science, and Engineering courses taken at Illinois.
- Civil and Environmental Engineering has been moved to “Moderate Capacity” from “Limited Capacity” as of October 2018 for all students in PREP.